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1 Harish Chandra bimodules
2 Classification application generalization

11 Definition
Let A be a positively graded R igraded w He E

commutativealgebra equipped w a Poisson bracket of Leg d Let
It be a filteredquantization of A a filteredassociative algebra
gradedPoisson algebra isomorphismgr A

Definition Let B be an H bimodule
1 By a goodfiltration on B we mean an ascending vector

space filtration B jeBsj with thefollowingproperties
i B j 03 for some j
Iii AsiBsj BsjAsicBsi t ij Thisshows inparticularthat

grB is an A bimodule

Iiii HsiBe CBsij.atij Thisshows that the left
right A actions on grB

coincide sogr B is A module
liv gr B is a finitelygenerated Amodule

2 B is Harish Chandra shortly HC if itadmits ageed

filtration



Examples The regularbimodule H isHC
If B is HC then all of its subs quotients are

Remarks 1 Agoodfiltration is nonunique Nevertheless thefollowing
is true if B YB j UB'sj are twogoodfiltrations then
I mame I s t BsjmiBjcBsjm Aj Left as exercise
2 For St Ug w PBW filtration thetwodefinitions ofbeing
HC labore in Sec 2 ofLec o agree Compare to theproof
of Lemma below

1.2 HC bimodules overquantizations of Qld
Newsuppose that it is a Gequivariantcover of anilpotentorbit
in g Let It be e filteredquantization of CLOTRecall
Exert in Sec 1.1 ofLee4 that we have aquantum comoment

map 4 Ulog St So every St bimodule can be viewedas
a Vlog Gimodule

Lemma If B is a th H bimodule then it'salso HCwhen
viewedas a Ug bimodule

Proof We have Molested By iii im 4 Bs cBsj SinceA
ispositivelygraded gr B is finitelygenerated over A we see

that LimgvB ja By lil dimBsj o Aj Soeveryelement
in B is contained in a finitedimensional g stablesubspace AlsoCiv
I



implies B is finitelygenerated left Stmodule SinceQED isfinite
ever flog we see that It is a finitelygenerated left alog
module It follows that B is a finitelygenerated left Vlog
module hence a HC Utoy bimodule D

2 Classification application generalization
2 1 Classification

Suppose X Spec A is a conicalsymplectic singularity
Wewrite H 54 forthe full subcategory of BimedH

consisting of HCGimodules For Bett Cst pick agoodfiltration
on B and consider SuppgrB CX i e the subvariety defined

by theannihilator ofgr B

Exercise 1 Use Remark in Sec 1.1 to show that SuppgrB
is independent of thechoice of agoodfiltration Wewrite
Supp B for SuppgrB
24Let I be the left annihilator of B ThenSuppHII Supp B
Hint A IG Endgopp B ageedfiltrin of B induces
one on thetarget
3 If I is simple then Supp B X if B to

Definition The categoryof HC bimodules with full support
denotedby HTA is the Servequotient

ITCA HCH BISupp IB X
3



It turns out that HTA is equivalent to thecategoryof
representations of afinitegroup that is a quotient of the
algebraic fundamentalgroup 14,9Nes It canbedefinedasthe

prefinite completion oftheusualfundamentalgroup it X's It controls
the finite etale covers of X's in the same way ofNes controls
topological covers

Fact MagAres is finite Namikawa Hence M xrest pegxres
and everyfinite dimensional representation of it Nes factorsthrough
H Ares

Examples 1 Let E GH where G is simply connectedbe an
equivariant cover of a nilpotent orbit and X SpecECO
Then N Nes n O HH andgals xres sp xres

2 Let TcSpU be a finitesubgroup XV15Then it sx's nNes f

In thegeneral case we'll write f for italgres

Thm I L 18 There is a normalsubgroup fo f s t
HTA I Rep TIE

Moreoverundermild assumptions on X one can recover It from
the quantizationparameter ofSt an elementofbatty

A



I
Example 2 Let H H bethecanonicalquantization Let I be
cover of X's corresponding to f of Set I SpecACT so

that 51st AI w X I 51st Let L L be all cedim 2leaves
in X and set X Yes I II Li so that codim XIX r Assume

none ofthe slices E toLi has typeEo Then I isthemaximal
cover of X anramified over X I X factor throughevery
othersuch cover LAMB21
Let T be the Galoisgroup of I X We construct a

functor Rep15 HCH that thengives rise to thedesired
equivalence Rep it HT1541 Thevariety I is a conicalsymplecticsingularity let It be its canonicalquantization The
F action of acts extends to I Sto Ii To arepresentationt of t we assign the HC Ao bimodule

Be tofte

2 2 Application
Themain application at thispoint ofthe classification thm

is to definingandstudying unipetent tk bimodulesforMlg
thesethat shouldcorrespond to nilpotentorbits theircovers
underthe non existing Orbitmethod
Thm definition LMBM21 Let Obe an equivariantcoverofa
nilpotent orbit inof a St is the canonicalquantization ofECO
ThenSto is semisimple as a Ulol Gimodule Thesimpledirect sum

yards are called unipetent
bimodules
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One can say a lot aboutunipetentbi
modules

using thegeneral
theory One can describetheannihilators kernels of 9 Ug to
By Thm in the end of Sec 9.2 of Lech they are maximal
ideals One can compute theirinfinitesimal characters i.e the
correspondingpoints of5MW One can show that theunipetent
bimodules wgiven annihilator are classifiedby irreducible
representations of a certainfinitegroup this is wherethe
classification thm comes into play Finally one can showthat
most of unipetent bimodules are unitarizable

2 3 Techniquesofproof
There are two key steps

Step i Produce a full embedding HTA Rep f Both
categoriesare monoidal so is thefunctor It will follow that the

image is Rep 1st for a unique got

We will onlyexplain what the functordoes to objects Pick
BeHC A andequip it w agoodfiltration Thegrb is afinitely
generatedAmodule But it comes w an additionalstructure a
Poisson bracketmap AB Bgivenby

atAsiaGtBsj 967 Bsixj d i
It satisfies usual axioms SogrB becomes a

Poisson Amodule We

view grB as a
coherentsheaf on X Considertherestrictiongrblyreg

Recall that Net is a smooth symplectic variety
I



Feet Let I be a smooth symplecticvariety M be a Poisson

f module Then M has the unique Dzmodulestructure s t
for a local function f the vector field ft on Z acts as the
bracket w f writ thePoissonmodule structure

So grB lyreg
becomes an Ocoherent D module i.e a vectorbundle

w a flat connection Pick xet ThefibergrB carries a

representationof 4 X x thatmustfactorthrough stagNes Onobjects
our functor is Bolg B x
It's not clearfrom this construction why it's a functorThe
actual construction of the full embedding is more involved

Step ii Weneedtofigureout when VeRep f lies intheimageThis
can be reinterpreted as follows We can micrelecalize A to X

getting roughly speaking a sheetoffilteredalgebras on X
to be denoted byAre We can still talk about HCbimodules
everAre Moreover VeRep f gives rise to an OcoherentDmodule

on Nedhence to a Poisson Oxregmodule One can uniquely quantize

it to asheaf ofstress bimodules on X'S to bedenotedby
Bies

Ourquestion is when Big comesastherestriction f microlocalizationof a HC St bimodule In other words we need
to know when Buresextends to a HC H bimodule



A classical fact about coherent sheaves inAlgebraicgeometry
is that one can always extendsuch a sheaffrom an opensub

variety to an ambient variety Sadly this is not the case for
coherent modules overquantizations itmayhappenthat Bies a

Tostudy the question of when one can extendBiesto X we'll
needconstructions from Sec 3.2 ofLee 3 recalled in Example
2
jets re theincision Weneed to see forwhich

V thefollowingholds
G Buresextendsnicelyto X i.e that the sheet theoretic

pushforward Bit is coherent in a suitable sense
Once this is known set Br Bies Then wehaveBulyreg Bie
Toaddress x we show that thequestion ofwhen Bit is

coherent aroundLi can bereduced to aslice Ei to Li theneighborhoodof e in Elf In moredetail let 7 eb be the
parameter of St By Sec 3.2 ofLee 3 Biff 5 w

Bj be beys t j t k Let Xi bethebi componentof X
and fix the corresponding quantization of El fi
Note that the inclusion Eis X gives rise to thegroup

homomorphism fi 14,18 Ello stagAres f Then

Bit is coherent aroundLi iff there's a HCAiti bimodule
mapping to getV under our functor One can analyzethe
latter as long as fi is not oftype E II L 2018
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24 Generalization
Onecouldtry to generalize the classification thm in Sec2.1 to
theproblem of quantizing singular lagrangians Namely let Xbe
as before Consider a subvariety YcX satisfying the following

i t symplectic leaf LCX YAL L is isotropic i.e the
restriction of the symplectic formfrom L to YAL red is zero
in YANI Y
Iii Y is stable underthe contracting d action

Weoften impose an additional condition

in Y is irreducible cedimy7514872

Example Consider the Poissonvariety XxNPPwhere app means that
we multiply by 1 Then XpageXxX

PPsatisfies i iv

One could ask to quantize Y equippedwith an additional
structure to a module over a fixedquantization
If linholds thenfor theadditional structure we can take a

vector bundle w a twisted flat connection on Y's leg in the
example there's no twist We are looking for H modules M s t

A goodfiltration on M the restrictiongrJulyreg is the
fixed vector bundle w twisted flat connection SuchSuis

expectedto be unique if it exists andthequestion is when it exists
This isexpected to be reducedto the case when dimX G

gland
hence him 7 2

O



Using this ideology I L K S Yu have classifiedHC modules
over quantizations of Qld where coding 2074 If weremove
this condition then in no longerholds andthe situation becomes

complicated
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